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Let R be an.open bounded domain in R” (N> 1) with smooth boundary 
dB of class C’+ i’ (7 > 0). Let A be a second-order, selfadjoint, strongly 
elliptic operator with smooth real-valued coefficients defined in R such that 
-Au > 0 in 52 and u 1 852 = 0 imply 14 > 0 on Q-for example, A = A. Let 
1, < AZ 6 ... < Lk 6 ..denote the eigenvalues of -A with Dirichlet boun- 
dary conditions, each counted as often as its multiplicity and let g: R + R 
be of class C’ and PE C(B). Under the assumptions that 
lim 11’ -x (g(u)lu)=~, lim,,- +,(duVu)=P exist and E < 2, < /?, the 
boundary value problem 
Au +g(u) =pM .XEQ, u~t3Q=0 (P) 
has been widely investigated uring the past decade beginning with a result 
due Ambrosetti and Prodi [2]. Before Ambrosetti and Prodi, Ham- 
merstein, in a classical paper on nonlinear integral equations [7], proved a 
result which implies that the problem is solvable provided that g(u)/u< 
y < 1, for IuI sufficiently large. Ambrosetti and Prodi assumed thatf”(u) > 0 
for all u, 0 < M < I., , and ,I, < /I < AZ. Under these assumptions they showed 
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that cY(o) = E,u E, v E, where E,, and E, are disjoint open sets, 
E, = dE, = dE,, and the problem has exactly k solutions for PC E,, 
k = 0, 1, 2. The structure of these sets was elucidated by Berger and 
Podolak [3]. To describe their result, here and in the remainder of this 
section we let 4, denote the normalized positive eigenfunction 
corresponding to 1, and h a smooth function which satisfies (h, 4, ) = 0 
where ( , ) is the L2(Q) inner product. Under the same conditions on g as 
assumed by Ambrosetti and Prodi, Berger and Podolak showed that there 
exists a number so = s,(h) such that h + sQ, E E, if s < so, h + sd, E E, if 
s = so, and h + ~4, E Ez if s > so. Independently of Berger and Podolak, 
Kazdan and Warner gave a near characterization of the range of a much 
wider class of semilinear elliptic operators. If it is only assumed that g is a 
smooth function such that lim,, _ x sup g(u)/u < i, < lim, _ ~ inf g( u )/u 
the results of [9] show that if p = h + sd,, then there exists so such that (P) 
is solvable if s> so but not if s<s,. Simultaneously, Dancer [4] and 
Amann and Hess [l] showed that if g satisfies the above conditions and in 
addition g(u)/u is bounded on [ 1, ix;), then (P) has at least two solutions if 
p = h + 34, and s > s0 and at least one solution if s = so. Actually, Dancer 
only requires that g(u)/u grow no faster than ZJ as zd + +‘s where r > 1 
depends on dim Sz. In [lo], the present authors showed that if 
lim,,, -% supg(u)/u<1, and ~2,~<lim,,,,g(u)ju<lz,,+, (n>l), then 
there exists s, 3 so such that (P) has at least three solutions if p = h + sd, 
and s 2 s, We pointed out that generically there should be four solutions 
under these hypotheses and we further conjectured that if ik < lim, j , 
g(u)lu<&+,, there are at least 2k solutions for s large. In [ 1 l] we proved 
this conjecture in the one-dimensional case. 
Recently, Hofer [8] gave further support to the conjecture by showing 
that if lim,,, ~% supg(u)/u<i,, &<lim,,,, g(u)iu<Lk+,, where k>2 
and h = h, + SC#, then (P) has at least four solutions when p = A + sq5, for s 
large. Previously. Solimini [ 151 had extended the result of [lo] by show- 
ing the existence of at least three solutions for s sufficiently large assuming 
the same conditions on g as Hofer. 
Hofer studied (P) using variational methods. In this paper we obtain 
multiplicity results using a reduction method and degree theory. We 
assume the existence of lim u + cc g( u)/u = TX and lim,, _ x g( u)/u = 8. Under 
the assumptions that i2 is simple, CI < E., and A2 </I < A3 we show that for 
p = h + SC,$, , (P) has at least four solutions for sufficiently large s. Hofer’s 
methods do not appear to be applicable for the case /I = 2,. We also show 
that if A, has odd multiplicity, there exists b> i, such that if CI < i., , 
I., < fi < /r, and p = h + sb,, then (P) has at least .fitle solutions for s suf- 
ficiently large. This appears to be the first general condition which implies 
the existence of five solutions for this type of problem when dim L2 > 1. 
Moreover. the result does not seem obtainable with Hofer’s methods. Our 
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method also shows that the solutions persist under perturbations of the 
linear part of the differential equation by a nonselfadjoint operator. 
We apply the methods used to study the elliptic problem to the parabolic 
problem 
u,, - u, +g(u) = sd,(x) + w, I), O<x<n, -x1<t<,x 
u(t,O)=u(t, n)=O, - K’ < t < a (PI) 
u(t+T,x)-u(t,x), T> 0, - ‘XI < t < ,x8,0 6 .Y d 7~. 
Here, it is assumed that g is continuous, h(x, t + T) z h(?c, t), h is locally 
square-integrable on the strip - CC < t < CC, O<x<n, &(x)=&i? 
sin I, and h and 4, are orthogonal on [0, T] x [0, rc]. We show that if 
T< 27c/,,b, there exists a number D> 4 such that if 0 < lim,, -,x. 
g(u)/u< 1 and 4<lim,, % g(u)/u < fl, then for s large (PI) has at least four 
weak solutions which are continuous and T-periodic for - 00 < t < ‘x;, 
06 x< rc, which satisfy the boundary conditions at .\:=O and .Y= rc, and 
which have distributional derivatives u,, u.,, and u.,, which are locally 
square-integrable. 
Since the linear part of the differential equation in (Pl ) is nonselfadjoint, 
variational methods appear to be completely inapplicable to this problem. 
In the last part of this paper we apply the methods that we have 
developed to the piecewise linear problem 
du+pu+ -au-=d, in Q, u(SQ=O (P2) 
where Q is the square O<.u<rc, O<g<rc and ~,(.u,~)=sinxsiny. We 
show that there are at least six solutions if CI < i,, i, = 2, < p < &, and at 
least eight solutions if x < 1, and I., < fi < I,. 
2. A PIECEWISE LINEAR PROBLEM 
In this section we study the nonlinear Dirichlet problem 
Au+f(u)=fj, in Q 14 ~&2=0 (1) 
where A and Q are as in the introductory section, d, is an eigenfunction 
corresponding to 1, satisfying (4,) c$,)~ = 1, where ( , )0 is the usual L’(Q) 
inner product, and f is the piecewise linear function defined by 
We assume that 
f(s)=fls’-CL-. (2) 
CY<i,, iu2 -c p <i, (3) 
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which implies that A, is simple. We shall show that these hypotheses imply 
the existence of at least four solutions of (1) which are stable under pertur- 
bations of the right-hand side. by nonlinear perturbations off, and linear 
perturbations of the selfadjoint operator A which need not be selfadjoint. 
It is well known that 4, does not vanish in R and ?~,,:&z does not vanish 
on S2, where iid,/& denotes the directional derivative of 4, in the direc- 
tion of the outer unit normal on ?Q. We may assume that 
d,(.vj>O in R. 84, -CO on 82. 
?n (4) 
We let 4,(.x) denote an eigenfunction corresponding to 1, such that 
(&, &)O= 1 and we let V denote the two-dimensional subspace of L’(Q) 
spanned by 4, and 4?. The orthogonal projection of L’(R) onto V will be 
denoted by P; i.e. Pu=(~,,u),~,+(~~,u),~, for UEL*(Q). If we let W 
denote the set of EVE L’(Q) such that ()v, L’)~=O for all UE V. then W is the 
range of I-P where I is the identity on L’(Q) and L*(Q) = V@ W. 
LEMMA 2.1. Given c E V there esists a unique 6(c) E Wn C’+:‘(Q) such 
that 
AB(tl)+(z-P),f‘(p+e(,),=o, O(u) 1 a-2 = 0, (5) 
and the mapping 0: V -+ W is Lipshit: continuous. 
Proof: Choose ba0 so that a + b>O and let ,f,(.r)=f(~)+ bs. The 
assertion of the lemma is equivalent to the existence of a unique 
EVE Wn C’+?(Q) such that (A -b) )t’+ (I- P)f,(u + w) = 0 and w I &2 = 0. 
Nowf, maps L*(Q) continuously into itself and (A -b)--‘, which is a one- 
to-one continuous map from C;‘(sT) onto the subspace of functions in 
CltY(D) which vanish on dQ, extends to a continuous mapping from 
L*(Q) onto the Sobolev space Hz(B) n H:(Q) c L*(Q). 
Let 11 (1 denote the L*(Q) norm. If h is a smooth function, (A -b) u= 
(Z-P)h in R, and u 1 SR=O. then -(~k+b)(u,~k)O=(AU-bU,~k)O= 
((I-P)h,d,),=O for k=l,2. Hence, (u,~~)~=O for k=l,2. From the 
variational characterization of A3 we have (A3 + b)llull’ d ( -Au + bu, u)~ = 
-((I- PI h, uh d ICI-- PI hll Ilull d llhll Ilull. so Il(A -b) ’ hll = II4 G 
(E.,+b)-' llhll. Since C?(Q) is dense in L*(Q), ifwe consider (A-b)-’ as a 
mapping from L2(Q) into itself, then ll(,4 - b) ~ ’ (I- P)II < (A, + 6) - ‘. 
The Nemytskii map associated with f, maps L’(Q) continuously 
into itself and (A-b)-‘(I-P)=(Z-P)(A-b)-‘. Consequently, 
II’-+ -(A-b)-’ (I-P)J; (L~+w) defines a continuous mapping of Winto 
itself. Moreover, since Ifi -.f,(s2)J d (/J + 6) (.sI -szl for arbitrary sl and 
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s29 it follows that for arbitrary W, and 12’~ in W that 
II(A-~)-‘(Z-P)[~,(U+M~,)-~,(U+W~)]I(~~~~~~,-~~~~~~ where 6= 
(fl + b)(i, + b)- ’ < 1. The contraction mapping principle implies the 
existence of a unique w* E W such that w* = -(A -b) -‘(I-- P)f,(o + w*). 
It follows that MT* E q(Q) and 
(A -b) It’* = -(I-P)[f(P+w*)+b(r+w*)] 
= -(I- P)f(a + w*) - bwl* 
in the weak sense. Since functions in V are smooth and f grows linearly at 
both -CG and + co, it follows from standard bootstrap arguments that 
W* E C*+“(D), AHI* + (I- P)f(tl+ )u*) =0 in R, and KI* ) a!2 = 0. Setting 
\I’* = 13(v), this proves the first part of the lemma. If ~7: = O(L),), W* = B(v2), 
where u,, v2 E V, then from the above we have 
1%’ : - w: = -(A - b)(l- P)[f,(u, + w:) -f,(o, + w:)] 
+(A-b)(Z-P)[f,(o,+u,*)-f,(u,+~v:)]. 
Therefore, if 6 is as above, then 
(1 - 6) IIW: - w:ll 66lju, -0211. 
This shows that the mapping 8: V + W is Lipshitz and the lemma is 
proved. 
Suppose that u is a solution of (1) and let u = t’ + w with u E V, w E W. 
Since AP = PA and u I X! = 0, it follows that 
Aw + (I- P)f(c + w) = 0, 12’I&2=0 (6) 
and 
Au + Pf( tl+ w) = 4,. (7) 
From (6) and Lemma (1) we conclude that w = e(u) and therefore, from 
(7), we have 
Au+ Pf(tl+O(u))=@,. (8) 
Conversely, if (8) holds, then it follows from the definition of 6(v) that 
u = o + 0(u) is a solution of (1). Therefore we may restrict our attention to 
the two-dimensional problem (8). 
The next two lemmas will be very useful in studying the behavior of the 
mapping V + V defined by u -+ ALI + Pf( ~7 + 0(v)). 
LEMMA 2.2. There exists a number m > 0 such that if o = s, 4, + s2b2 and 
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Js21 <m Is,) then 0(v) = 0. Moreover, ifv satisfies this condition, then v > 0 in 
52 ifs, 80 and ~60 in 52 ifs, ~0. 
Proqf: Since 4,(s) > 0 for x in Q and @,/irn < 0 on XI, there exists a 
number m such that if Is( <m, then d,(l) +s~I~~(x) 20 for all XEO. It 
follows that if v=s,q5,+s,d,, lsll <m Is,), and s,>O, then u=L’+ and 
v -0. From (2), we see that ~(~,(x))=~v+(.u)=Pv(,~) on Q so 
(I- P)f : r = 0. From this it follows that bt’ E 0 is a solution of An, + 
(I-P)f‘(v+~t,)=O, r1-1 K?=O and, hence, 19(v)=O. 
Similarly, if c=s,qd, +s&~, 1.~~1 6 HZ Is,/, and s, ~0, then G= ZY and 
tl+=O so (I-P)f- I’= -(I-P)ac=O. Since u’=O is a solution of 
AN’ + (I - P)f(v + ~9) = 0, \I’ I $12 = 0. B(c) = 0. This proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 2.3. There e.yists (7 constant d> 0 such that [f ~7 =s, qb, + sJd2 
then (q5,, Ar+~f’(1’+H(t))),~dI.~,l. 
Proqf: First we note that .f’(s)-i.,s=(B-n,)s++(E.,-z)s 3 
(i, - E.,)s++(~.,-,~))s~~Clsl where C=min(~,-i,,~,-‘;O>O. Let 
c>=s,c$, +s,dz. Since (4,. AC),,= -.r,i., = -A,(d,, c),~ we have 
Since q$,(s)>O on Q. it follows that (~,,J’(tl+e(~1))--.,(l?+e(o))),3 
id,, CIc+t)(c)l)O=CSn~,i-~) I~,~,(.~)+s,~~)(.~)+b)(t~)(.~)l dx.
Referring to Lemma 2.2, we see that there is a constant m>O such that 
4,(s) > ~7 lq32(.u)l. Therefore, from the above, we have 
Setting d = Cm the assertion of the lemma follows. 
We consider the mapping F: R’+ R’ defined by F(s,, s2) = (t,, t:) if 
v=s,~~,+s,& and A1?+Pf(L’+6)(v))=t,~,+t?~Z. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let p = ( 1,O). Let r be so large that 1 < r, 
1<(/3-1,)r, 1 <(i,-Ix)r, 1 < mr, and 1 =z mdr rchere m is as in 
Lemma 2.2 and d is as in Lemma 2.3. Let 
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DI={I~I,~2)IO~~I~rrl~21~~~l), 
D2= {(s,,s2)l IsI1 <r,m IskI <s2<mr}, 
~3={~~L,~Z~I-~~~l~~,l~Zl~~/~,l}, 
D,= {(s,,s,) 1 Is,\ <r; -mr<s,< -m \s,l). 
!f d(F, Dk, p) denotes the Brouwer degree of F with respect to Dk and p for 
16kd4, then d(F, D,,p) is defined for 16k64 and d(F, D,,p)= 
(-l)k+‘. 
Remark. If F(s,,s,)=p=(l,O) and o=s,~,+s,&, then Au+ 
Pf (u + 0(u)) = d, so, according to previous discussion, u = u + &II) is a 
solution of (1). Since the assertion of the proposition implies the existence 
Of a point (Sk,, Skz) E D, such that F(S,,, skl) =p for k = l,..., 4 and since 
the open sets Dk, 1 <k 6 4, are disjoint we infer the existence of four dis- 
tinct solutions of (1). 
Proof of Proposition 2.4. We first consider the region D, . From 
Lemma2.2 we see that if (s,,s~)E~, and u=s,~,+s~~~ then e(v)=O. 
Moreover, referring to the proof of Lemma 2.2, we see that if (s,, s2) E D, 
then s,d, +s,cJ~~>O on 0. Therefore, if (s,, s,)ED,, then 
Abl4, +s,h)+Pf(s,d, +S?dJZ+e,4, +szdz)) 
= -(~,s,4, + ~2s242) + W(Sl4, + SZd?)) 
=(B-~l)~l~l+(P-~“2)~2~, 
so F(s,,s,)=((P-A,)$,, (/3 - A,) sz). Since 1 < r(p - A,) the equation 
F(s,,s,)=(l,O) has the unique solution (s,,s2)=((fl-A,)-‘,O) for 
(s,, s2) E D,. Since the determinant of the linear map (s,, sl) + ((p - A,) s,, 
(fl-A2)sz) is (p-A,)(p-~2)>0, it follows that d(F, D,,p)= 1. 
Similarly, if (s,, s2) E D3 then, from the proof of Lemma 2.2, we see that 
s,c$, +s~c$~<O in Q and f3(s,d, +s,#?)=O. Therefore, A(s,d, +szdz)+ 
Pfb,d, +s242+%,4, +s242)) = -(d,s,d, +~2s2421 + MS’91 +s:d2) 
= (c1-i,I.s,~,+(c(-i2)s2~2, so F(s,,sJ=((c(--.,)s,, (a-lz)sZ). 
It follows that for (s,, s2) E 4, the equation F(s,, sl) = (1,0) has the uni- 
que solution (s,, s2) = ((tl- E.,) - ‘, 0). Since the determinant of the linear 
map (s,,s~)+((c(-I.,)s,, (a-Az)sl) is (cc-A,)(cI-&)>O, we see that 
d(F, 4, P) = 1. 
To calculate d(F, D2, p) we consider the mapping H: D2 x [0, l] -+ R2 
defined by H(s,, s2, r) = (1 -5) F(s,, s2) + ~(s?, s,). We shall show that 
H(s,,s~,T)#(~,~) for all (s,,sz)~dD, and r~[O,l] and use the 
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homotopy invariance theorem to calculate d(F, Dz, p). First, if 0 6 s, 6 I 
and sz = ms, then (s,, s2) E c?D, so, from what has been shown. 
and 
If O<s,<r and O<r<l, then (I-s)(p-i2)ms,+rs,>0. Therefore, 
fromtheabove,weseethatH(s,,sz,r)#(1,O)=pforO~s,6r,s,=ms,. 
and 06rd I. 
Second, if -r 6 s, 6 0 and s1 = - ms, , then (s,, sz) E SD, so, according 
to what has already been shown, F(s,,s,)=((cx-i,)s,, (a-E.,)s?). 
Consequently, for 06561, ff(S,.S,,r)=((l -s)(C1--%,)S,-W?S,, 
-(l - ~)(9z - 2,) ms, + rs,). Since -(l -s)(Cf-&)WLS, +U, <o for 
-r<s,<O and 0~~61, we see that H(s,,s,,r)#(l.O) for -r<s,<O, 
s2 = -ms , , and O<r< 1. 
Finally, we consider the portion of SD1 consisting of the segment 
-r<s, <r, s2 = mr. Let m,, S?) = iF,(s,, sz), F&s,, SZJ) and 
H(s,, s2, T) = (H,(s,, s?, T), HJs,, s?, f)). If s2 = mr, then, according to 
Lemma 2.3, F,(s,,s,)>dmr. Hence, for 06~~1, H,(s,,s,,~)= 
(1 -T)F,(s,,s~)+TS,>(~ -T)dmr+smr. Since 1 <dmr and 1 <mr, it 
followsthat H(s,.sz,r)#(l,O)for -r<s,<r,s,=mr,andO<t<l. 
We have shown that H(s,,s,,r)#(l,O) for (s,,s~)E~D, and 06~61. 
By homotopy invariance of degree, if G(s,, s?) = H(s,, s2, I ) = (sz, s,), then 
d(F, D,. p) = d(G, D2, p). Since 1 <mr. the equation G(s,, sz) = (1,O) =p 
has a unique solution in D,, namely (s,, s?) = (0, 1). As the determinant of 
the linear map (s,, s2) + (s?, s,) is equal to -1, we see that d(F, D,,p)= 
d(G, D2,p)= -1. 
To calculate d(F, D4, p) we consider the homotopy I?: D4 x [0, 1 ] + R2 
defined by &(s,, s2, 5) = (1 -z) F(s,, ~:l+ T( -s2, -s,). We consider a 
point (s,, s2) E SD4. If (s,, s2) is on the segment 0 6 sl 6 r, s2 = -ms,, then 
is,, sz)~dD, so, according to what has been shown, A(s,, s2, 5) = 
((1 -r)(fl-E.,)s,+7ms,, (1 -7)(p-E"2)(-ms,)-ts,). Since -(i-T.) 
(fi-A,)nzs, -LS, < 0 for 0 < ~ < 1 and 0 < s, d r, it follows that 
I+, , sl,s)#(1,0)forO~s61.O~s,,<r,ands,=-ms,.Tf(s,,s2)ison 
the segment -rds, GO, s1=n7s,, then (sl, x2) E 6’D,. Therefore, 
h,, S2, r)==((l -r)(T-A,)S,-UTZS,, (l-r)(x-E.,)ms,-rs,). Since 
(1-r)(a-12)nz.~,-ss,>0 for O<r<l and -r,<s,<O, it follows that 
ii(s,. s,,z)#(l,O) for o<T<l, -r<s, GO, and s2 = ms,. Setting 
f&h, S2. T)= (&is,, .y2. 5), A,b,, S,, T)), we see from Lemma 2.3 that if 
(s,, s2) is on the segment where Is,( <r and s2 = --mr, then for O<r< 1. 
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~,(s,,s,,r)~(l-r)dmr+zmr>l. Hence, i?(s,,.~~,z)#(l,O) for all 
(s,,s2, T)EdD‘tX co, II. Consequently, if G(s,,s,)=&s,,s,, 1)= 
i -s2> --s,), then d(F, Dq, p) = d(G, Dq, p). Since -1 > -mr the equation 
G(s,, s2)= (l,O)=p has the unique solution (s,, s2)= (0, -1) in D,. As 
the determinant of the linear map (s,, s2) --) ( -sz. -s,) is -1, we see that 
d(G, Dj, p) = - 1 and the proposition is proved. 
Let Dkr k = I,..., 4, and F be as above. Let M be the linear map defined 
by Mb,, ST)= (-s,/i,, -s,/l,) since the determinant of M is l/n, i, > 0, it 
follows that if @=Mp=(-1/1,,0), then d(M c F, Dkr@)=(-l)k+’ for 
l<k<4. If ~=s,$,+s,d,~V, then A~~‘(tl)=(-s,/~,)~,+(-s,/i,)~, 
and from this we see that M 3 F(s,, s2) = (t,, t2) if and only if 
u + A -’ Pf( t’ + U(u)) = t, 4, + t242. Using the definition of degree of a map- 
ping on an arbitrary finite dimensional vector space (see, for example, [ 14, 
p. 105]), we obtain 
PROPOSITION 2.5. If for l<k<4, uk= {UE v-1 l)=s14, +sz&, 
(s,,s2)eDk} and T:u+u is defined by Tv=PAp’f(u+B(tl)) then 
d(l+ T Uk, +,/A,)=( -l)k+‘. 
(Here I is the identity on V and we have used the fact that PA -’ = A - ‘P.) 
To prove the main result we make use of a lemma very similar to 
Lemma 5 of [S]. First we recall that A-’ extends as a map from C?(Q) 
onto the space of functions in C ‘“(Q) which vanish on &I2 to a con- 
tinuous, one-to-one, linear mapping from L*(Q) onto H,(Q)n e(Q). 
Since the Nemytskii map u +f 0 u maps L’(Q) continuously into L’(Q) 
and the embedding of H,(Q) into L2(Q) is compact, the mapping 
N: L2(Q)+L2(s2) defined by N(u)= A -‘(fc’ u) is compact and con- 
tinuous. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let U,, 1 6 k < 4, and T be as in Lemma 2.5. If rz > 0 is suf- 
ficientl)? large and for 1 < k B 4 
Y,={uEL’(Q)j PuEUkr Ij(Z-P)ull<r,) (9) 
then the Leray-Schauder degree d( I + N, Y,, -4 J,I,) is defined and 
dU+N Y,, -d,/I.,)=d(Z+ T, Uk, +,/A,)=( -l)k+‘. 
ProoJ: We first show that there exists a number r, such that if v E Ok, 
ldk<4, O<s<l, and \t’= -(1-s)(Z-P)N(c+w), then jlw/l~r,. In 
fact, if AH’+(~ -s)(l-P)f(v+,v)=O, t’~ V, and \VE W, then 
(A-b)(\v)+(I-P)[(l-s)f(u+~)+b(u+w)]=O where b is as in the 
proof of Lemma 2.1. If g(t) = (1 -s)f(t) + bt, then g satisfies a Lipshitz 
condition with Lipshitz constant (1-s)Ij+bdfl+b. Since 
ll(A - b)-‘(Z- P)ll = (I, + b)-‘, we have IIwII d ll(A - b)-‘(Z- P) 
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(do+ up)-(g(u))ll + II(A-b)-‘(z-P) g(u)11 <~I14 +(A+b)--’ llg(o)ll, 
where 6 = (fl+ 6)/ (A, + b) < 1. Therefore, if r, is chosen so that (i3 + h)--’ 
(1 -~?~‘(\lf(v)ll +bllol\)<r, for all UE Ok, 1 bk64, then 1))~)) dr, and 
the claim is established. 
We shall show that if rz > r, and Y, (1 d k<4) is defined by (9), then 
the assertion of the lemma follows. To this end, let k be fixed with 1 6 k 6 4 
and let rz satisfy this inequality. We define h,: Yk x [O, 11 + L’(Q) by 
h,(u,s)=(Z-P)N(u+,c)-PN(u+w+s(e(r)-w)), where 1’ = PM, 
cv=(Z--P)u. We claim that u+h,(u,s)# -cJ~,/A, for (u,s)~?Y,x[O, 11. 
There are two possibilities to consider. First, suppose that u = tj + \L‘ where 
PEC?U~, ,VE W with IIuI) <I’~, s~[0, 11, and u+h,(u,s)= -4,/E.,. It 
follows that 1t’+(Z-P)N(c+nl)=0 and c+PN(v+~~+s(e(~)-,l,))= 
+,/A,. The first of these equations implies that II’= 0(p) and hence, from 
the second, we have P+ PN(v+tI(v))= r f T(U)= -d,;i,. which is a con- 
tradiction since u E SC!,. This shows that u + h,(u, s) # -4,/j., if Pu E C’U, 
and 0 <s d 1. Second, suppose that u = r + 11’ where c E C:k, \i‘ E \I’ and 
/(II’/(=v~. If 0~~61 and ~+h,(u,s)= -4,/i,, then w+(Z-P) 
N(v + rl*) = 0, so, according to what has been shown, 10 = O(u) and // ~t,lI 6
rI <r2, which is a contradiction. This shows that II + A,( U, s) # -d,,:i., for 
all (u, s) E 8 Yk x [0, 11. Since h,(u, 0) = N(u), it follows by homotopy 
invariance of degree that 
d(Z+N, Yk. -d,:A,)=diz+h,(., 1). Yk, -cj,,‘i,,. (loa) 
Let h2: Y, x [0, l] -+ L’(R) be defined by h2(u,s)=(1-3) 
(Z-P) N(u)+ PN(o+tI(c)) where o= Pu. If PEI.?U~, WE W, 06s~ 1, u= 
c + w, and u+/~~(u,s)= +,/I.,, then r+ T(r)=tl+ PN(r+Qv))= 
P(u + h2(u, s)) = +,/‘A, which is a contradiction. Therefore, 
u+h,(u,s)# -4,/i, if PuE~!U~ and 06~61. If u=r+~* with L’EU~, 
II’EIC, l)~t’II=r~, and u+~~(u,s)= -$,/‘;I,, then O=(Z-P)(u+h2(u,s))= 
)I’ + (1 -s)(Z- P) N(o + )v). From an estimate established above, it follows 
that I/~~‘/1 6 r, < r?, which is a contradiction. This shows that u + h?(u, s) # 
--+5,/A, for (u,s)~?Y~x[O, 11. Since h,(u, l)=hJu,O), we infer by 
homotopy invariance and (lOa) that ~i(l+ N, Yk. -q5,/;l,) = 
4Z+ hz( . 1 ), Yk, -4,/A,). Let B be the open ball of radius r2 in W. If 
UE Fk,. ~l=Pu, and w=(Z-P)u, then u+hz(u, l)=c+PN(o+8(~l))+~v. 
Hence, by the product property of degree (see [ 13, p. 111) d(Z+ N, Yk, 
+,)A,) = d(Z, B, O)d(Z+ T, C’,. +,,!A,) = d(Z+ T, Uk, +,/A,) = 
(-,)/,+I. This proves the lemma. 
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3. THE FULL NONLINEAR ELLIPTIC PROBLEM 
Let g: R -+ R be a C’ function which satisfies the asymptotic conditions 
lim 5+ -,x(g(5)/t)=a,liq+, (g(<)/t) = j? where a and /J are as in the 
previous section. If, as before, we set f(t) = fig + - at- -we can write 
where 
lim fd5 i/t = 0. 
ItI - x 
(lob) 
We consider the boundary value problem 
Au+g(u)=s$,(x)+h(x) in Q, uIcx2=0 (11) 
where s > 0 and h E C’(D) satisfies (h, d,)O = 0. Although the function f is 
nonlinear, it satisfies f (5)/s = f (c/s) f or s > 0. Therefore, if we set u = sz in 
(1 l), we arrive at the problem 
A=+f(=)+,f,(ss)/s=~,(.u)+- 
4-x) in Q 
-I&2=0. 
’ - 
(12) 
s 
In view of the condition (lob) we consider (12) as a perturbation of the 
piecewise linear problem ( 1). If, as before, we consider A + ‘: L’(Q) + 
flc L’(Q) as a compact mapping from L’(Q) into itself, then (12) is 
equivalent to the operator equation z + N,(z) = +,/A, where 
N,<: L*(Q) -+ L’(Q) is the compact and continuous mapping defined by 
N,(z) = A -‘[f(z) +fo(sr)/s - /7/s]. Let N have the same meaning as in 
Lemma 2.6. 
LEMMA 3.1. 
lim IIN - N,(z)11 =0 (13) , - 7z 
unifornzl~, for I in bounded subsets of L’(Q). 
Proof: From (lob) we see that for any E > 0 there exists a number 
co = <JE) >O such that lfO(<)l de lrl if lrl 2 co(e). Setting C(E) = 
maxIt, G 5o lfO(<) --E 151 , it follows that lfO(<)l GE ITI + C(E) for all 5. 
Therefore, if 2 E L’(Q), IIN,(N=)ll = ll~4-‘~f~(~=~l~--hl~~ll <(l/s) 
IIA -‘II (E lb4 + C(E) + llhllh so IINs(N(z)lld~ I(Am’Il(llzll+l) if s> 
(C(E) + llhll )/E. This proves the result. 
We now prove the main result of this section. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Let f be as in (2). If (3) and ( lob) hold, there exists s0 
such that for s > s0 the boundq, value problem (11) has at least four 
solutions. More generalI)>, s0 can be chosen so that there exists a number 
o > 0 such that if b,, k = I,..., n, are smooth functions defined on 52 with 
lbkl % <a for k = I,.... n and A, is the nonse!fadjoint operator defined b!l 
A,u=Au+ i b,g 
X-l /, 
(14 
then for s > s,, the boundaty, value problem 
A,l(+g(u)=s~,(.u)+h(s), 11 I &c?=o (15) 
has at least ,four solutions. 
Proof: Referring to the proof of Lemma 2.6, we see that 
I + N(z) # -$,/i, for all z E SY,, 1 6 k 6 4 (this is also implicit in the fact 
that d(l+ N, Yk, -$,!A,) is defined). Since S Y, is closed and bounded for 
1 <k 64 and N is continuous and compact there exists a number ‘1 >O 
such that I(r+N(r)+e5,,‘E.,II >y~ if IE?Y~, I dk64. According to 
Lemma 3.4, there exists s,,>O such that l/N,(:)-- N(z)11 <q/2 for :EC?Y/,. 
1 < k<4. It follows that 
~I:+N.(:)+q5,jE.,IJ >rf;Z (15) 
for s>sO and :E i7Yk, 1 <k ~4. Thus, by the Poincare-Bohl theorem of 
degree theory, if s > sO, then 
d( I + N, , Y/, . -q5,i’i,)=d(t+N, Yk, -b,;;.,)=(-1)““. 1 Gkd4. 
(16) 
If b,, 1 <k drz, are smooth functions and ‘4, is defined as in the 
statement of the theorem, then, by standard elliptic theory, .4, is a one-to- 
one continuous mapping from the subspace of functions in C’+;‘(Q) which 
vanish on ?Q onto C:(o) and A ,~I extends from L”(R) onto e(Q). We 
estimate IIA-‘-A,-‘11 in terms of max,ckc,l Ib,l, where both A-’ and 
A I ’ are considered as compact mappings‘ from L*(0) into itself. 
Let I be smooth and suppose that A, II = z and u I SQ = 0. We have 
u=A-“- (A- f b,;). 
h=l h 
(17) 
For each k= I...., II the L’(Q)-norm of du/ds, is less or equal to the H:(Q)- 
norm of 24 which in turn is less or equal to I[ A ,- ’ ~(1. Therefore, if we set 
~~=max,.,,,, Ihkl-, , then IA; ‘z/l = I(uI( d IIA~‘Il(11zI) +nw IlA; ‘:I/). Thus 
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assuming nw )I A - ’ 11 < 1, we have IJA;‘I( <(l-no IIA-‘ll))’ II.K’II. 
Returning to (17), we have IIA ;‘z - A-‘zll < IIA-‘II llA;‘ll no lIzI/. Hence, 
Setting u=sz in (15), where s>O, we obtain 
‘4 *+f(Z)+fwqj +h(.u) I’ 0 I z~im=O. 
s s ’ 
(18) 
(19) 
This is equivalent to the operator equation 
z+fl,(z)=A;‘cj, (20) 
where R,<(z) = A;‘[f, +fo(sz)/s - h/s]. By (18), we infer the existence of a 
number a>0 such that if max,,,,, lb& <a, then 
< IW-4’11 Ilf(--)-.fo(sz)/s-hlsII <v/2 (21) 
for s>so and ;ei7Yk, ldk<4, where q is as in (15). By the Poin- 
care-Bohl theorem, it follows from ( 15) and (21) that d(Z+ &,, Yk, 
A,‘~,)=d(Z+~,-A,‘~,, Y,,O) = d(Z+N,+q5,/i,. Yk,O) = 
d(z+N,, Y,, -c+h,/%,)= (-I)“+’ for k = l,..., 4. Therefore for each 
k = l,..., 4 there exists a solution zk of (20) with zk E Yk. By a bootstrap 
argument, these solutions are smooth and satisfy (19). Setting uk = szk for 
s > so and 1 <k f 4, we obtain four distinct solutions of (15) and the 
theorem is proved. 
4. PARABOLIC EQUATIONS 
In this section we consider distributional solutions of the periodic boun- 
dary value problem 
4, - u, + g(u) = h(x) + h(t, xl, O<x<n, -m<<<oO (22) 
u( t, 0) = u( t, R) = 0, --cC<<t<CG (23) 
u( t + T, x) = u( I, x), T>O, -co<t<co,O<x<n. (24) 
Here g(4)=f’(4)+fo(ie), where f has the form (2) with c1 and fi to be 
specified below, f0 is a continuous function satisfying the asymptotic con- 
dition (IO). d,(?c) = ,;msin X, and h is continuous on Rx [0, lr] and 
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satisfies h(r + T, x) = h( t, x) and ll(s; h( t, x) sinx d,u) dr = 0. The number T 
is required to satisfy 
0 < T < 2x& (25) 
and the numbers CI and p are required to satisfy 
06x-c 1, 4 < /I < min( 9, J 1 + 47r2/T2). (26) 
We use the definition of distributional solution given in Chapter 45 of 
[S]. To state this definition we need some preliminary concepts. Let 
Q = R x (0, x). Let H;(Q) denote the set of all real measurable functions 
u( t, x) defined on Q such that u(f + T, x) = u(t, s) almost everywhere on Q 
and II is square integrable on (0, T) x (0, n). If for II and c’ E HO,(Q) we set 
(u, P)~ = sl(s; u(x, t) L$.y, t) d-u) dt, then H:(Q) is a real Hilbert space with 
inner product ( . ),,. 
Let H;(Q) and Hk2(Q) denote the completion of the real inner product 
spaces consisting of functions which are infinitely differentiable on Q and 
T-periodic in r with inner products 
and 
(u. [I>, = (u, L’),,+ (14,. r,),+ (u,. L’,)‘) (27) 
respectively. It is clear that a member u of Hk( Q )(H$‘(Q)) has dis- 
tributional derivatives u,, 11, E HO,(Q) (u[, II,, u,, E H”,(Q)) and these dis- 
tributional derivatives can be obtained as limits in L’( (0, T) x (0, n)) of the 
corresponding derivatives of a sequence of smooth functions which tend to 
II in Hb(Q)(H+‘(Q)). Moreover, if derivatives are interpreted as dis- 
tributional derivatives. then the inner products in H:(Q) and H:‘(Q) are 
given by (27) and (28). respectively. 
It is known (see [12]) that if C,(Q) d enotes the set of functions which 
are continuous on Q and T-periodic in t, then H;‘(Q) c C,(Q), and the 
embedding of H>‘(Q) in C,(Q) is continuous. Also, the embeddings of 
H$2(Q) and H;(Q) in HO,(Q) are compact. 
In the following we denote by A:(Q) the closure in H:(Q) of functions 
uit, .u) which are infinitely differentiable on Q, T-periodic in t, and satisfy 
the boundary conditions u( t, 0) = u( t. 7~) = 0. r E R. 
By a weak solution of (22)-(24) we mean a function u E Hk*( Q) n E%;(Q) 
which satisfies (22) almost everywhere. (This is the definition given in [S, 
Chap. 451.) We show that the techniques of the previous two sections can 
be used to prove the following. 
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THEOREM 4.1. If (25) and (26) hold then there exists a number sO suck 
that ifs > sO then the problem (22)-(24) has at least four solutions. 
The proof of this theorem is based on several emmas. Since the proofs of 
these lemmas are completely analogous to the proofs of corresponding lem- 
mas in the previous sections we only give the first one completely. 
Let Lu = u.,, - u, for u E H;*(Q). Given h E H%(Q) there exists a unique 
u E H+‘(Q) A H\(Q) such that Lu = h. This can be proved by noting that if 
h has a representation 
where the series converges to h in I.‘((C, C+ T) x (0, 7~)) (C arbitrary), 
(29) 
then Lu = h has a unique solution UE H;‘(Q) n &-(Q) with the represen- 
tation 
(30) 
Since the mapping L -‘: HO,(Q) -+ H;‘(Q) . 1s continuous and the embedding 
from H>*(Q) into HO,(Q) is compact, we may regard L e-L as a compact 
linear mapping of H:(Q) into itself. 
Let d,(x) be as above and let d2(x) = ,/msin 2.x. We denote by V the 
subspace of HO,(Q) spanned by 4, and #z and by W the orthogonal com- 
plement of V in H”,(Q). We denote the orthogonal projection of P,(Q) 
onto V by P. 
LEMMA 4.2. Given t’ E V there exists a unique O(u) E W l?;(Q) n Hk*( Q) 
such that ~9 is continuous and 
L&v)+(Z-P)f(v+t?(v))=O. (31) 
Proof If h has the representation (29) and T denotes the set of pairs of 
integers (k, m) such that k> 1, -co<m<z~, and (k,m)#(l,O) or (2,0), 
then in HT(Q), (Z-P) h(t, x) = &mj CEJ C,,,(sin kx) eZnimri’. If /I 11 
denotes the norm of HAQ) defined by ( , )0 then Ilhll*= (T7r/2) 
ckr_ , I.,“= -= tCk.,nI 2. According to (30), 
L -‘(I- P) h(x, t) = C 1 c~(f~+k;;i;;;;’ 
fk,m) EJ 
W;lO7!2-2 
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Therefore Il~!~‘(I-P)hll <(l/min(9, \‘ll +47r2F’)) /IAll. Since x30 and 
f(s) = ps + - cxs -, If(s, ) -f(s2)) 6 p Is, -s?I for arbitrary s,, s2 E R. Hence, 
if PEP’ and N‘,, 11’~ E W, then 1115 -‘(I- P)(f(c! + ~1,) -f(r + ~v~))I) d 
6 l/N’, - ~~11 where b = fl/min(9, \; ‘1 + 47r’,/T’) < 1. Since L -‘(I-P) = 
(I-P)E’, for fixed CE V, the mapping NV--+ -L~~‘(I--P)~(P+I~~) takes 
W into kV. By the contraction mapping principle, there exists a unique 
@U)E W such that 19(r) = -L-‘(Z- P)f(r+@r)), or equivalently, 6(u) 
satisfies (31). The continuity of H follows as in the proof of Lemma 2.1. This 
proves the result. 
We consider the reduced problem 
LU +,f’iu) = 4, u~H;~(Q)nlf;(Q). (32) 
The same reasoning that was used in the second section shows that u is a 
solution of (32) if and only if u = I! + MI with u E ~1, u’ = 19(u), and 
Lc+fy’(r+e(l’))=O. (33) 
Since #,(s)>O on (O,rr), d>(O)>0 and $>(rc)<O and 4, and qJz both 
vanish at 0 and rr, there exists a number m >O such that if (sl <m then 
4,(s)+.sfj2(x)b0 for all SE [0, n]. 
The proof of Theorem 4.1 follows from this observation, Lemma 4.2, and 
the exact same reasoning used for the elliptic case. 
5. EXISTENCE OF A FIFTH SOLUTION IN THE 
ELLIPTIC CASE 
Let A be as in Section 2, let .f have the form (2), and let g =f+.f; where 
Jb satisfies (lob). In this section cz will denote a fixed number with u <i, 
and we will again assume A2 to be simple. We will show that there at least 
four solutions of ( 11) when /? = I., and s is sufficiently large. It will then be 
shown that if A3 has odd multiplicity, there exists E > 0 such that 2, < p < 
i, + E implies the existence of at least five solutions for s sufficiently large. 
Throughout this section 4,) d2, V, W, and P will have the same 
meanings as in Sections 2 and 3. We will make use of the results of these 
sections and some additional lemmas. 
LEMMA 5.1. lf I, < 8’ < /?‘I, then there exists r3 such that if /?’ < p < /I” 
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andAu+/?u+-au- = ~5, in Sz, u ( as2 = 0, then JIuI( < r3. (As before, II II is 
the L’(Q) norm.) 
Proof: Assuming the contrary, there exists a sequence (Pk) k and a 
corresponding sequence of smooth functions {uk} ;” such that 
Au,+/3kuk+-~u~=4, in R, u,IdQ=O, j3’</Ik<l]“, and /Iu~II +ix as 
k + x1. We may assume without loss of generality that lim,, ~ Pk = 
/?E [p’, /?“I. If we set zk= uk/l/ukll for k= 1, 2,..., then jlzkll = 1 and 
zk = A -‘[oz,J - Pkzkf + ~,/llukjl]. Since the L’(Q) norm of cc:, - Pkzk? + 
d,//luk/l is bounded independently of k and A -’ is compact regarded as a 
mapping from L’(Q) into itself, we may assume without loss of generality 
that zk converges to a function z in L’(Q). Clearly ~~~~~ = 1 and, since 
tx~~:-j3~zkf +~,/lju,ll +tlz--/?z+in L’(R) as k-t #x, it follows that 
;=A -‘[a=- -Bz ‘1. By a bootstrap argument we infer that z is smooth 
and Az+/?:+-z:-= 0 in Q, z I dQ=O. If C,=min(p-A,, 1,-a)>O, 
then /IS+-CY~- E.,s> C, 1.s for all s. Therefore, since Ad, = -i,Q,, 
6, I SQ=O, and 4,(-y) > 0 for all XEQ, 
O=(q5,, Az+/Iz+ -cY~)~=(~,,~z+ -ucI-‘- -iw,z),bC,(q5,, ,z;;. 
have 
This 
implies that Z(X) = 0 for all x E Q contradicting the fact that )I:11 = 1. This 
contradiction proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 5.2. Letrsati&l<r, l<(&-A,)r, l<(I,-c()r, l<mr,and 
1 < mdr. Let D,, k = l,..., 4, be as in the statement of Proposition 2.4 and let 
U,, k = l,..., 4, be as in Lemma 2.5. If r3 is a number such that Au + flu + - 
CIU =q+, in R, u I SQ=O, and E.z6b6E.3 implies Ilull <r3, 
Zk = (UE L’(Q) I PUE Uk, lItI- 0 2.4 6 r3). for k = l,..., 4, and 
K: L’(R) x (J2, r_) + L’(Q) is defined b> 
K(u,/3)=A~‘[~u+ -cw], 
then d(l+ K( . , /I), Z,, --4,/i, ) = ( - 1)” + ’ for AZ < p < i3 and k = l,..., 4. 
Proof: Since m and d do not depend on p (see the proof of Lemma 2.3) 
r satisfies the conditions of Proposition 2.4 for all /I E (jw2, i3 ). It follows 
from Proposition 2.4, 2.5, and Lemma 2.6 that for DE (i.z, I.,) there exists a 
number r?(p) such that if 0 2 rz(B) and for k= l,..., 4 Y,(a) = 
(MEL’/ PuEU~,~I(I-P)uil<~j,thend(Z+K(.,P), YJ(T),-~,/J,)= 
( - 1 )k + ‘. However, according to the condition satisfied by r3, if /I E (i2, Ew3) 
and u+K(uJ)=u+A-‘[bu+-au-]=A-‘&= -d,iI, then 
/I (I- P) uII 6 II uII < r3. Hence, by the excision property of Leray-Schauder 
degree, if iz < /? < A3 and cr 2 r&?), then for 1 <k < 4 d(l+ K( . , /3), Y,(o), 
-b,/A,)=d(l+K(‘,/?),Zk, -4,/1,)=(-l,“+‘. 
This proves the lemma. 
We shall show that d(Z+ K(. , ,Jj), zk, -d,,lE.,) is defined. For this we 
use two additional lemmas. 
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LEMMA 5.3. [f’ u i.r u solution qf’ .4u + d? u + - xu = q5, in f2. u 1 52 = 0. 
and (Pu)( s) > 0 on Q, then u = 0 and u = d, ,/( LJ - X , ) + \I‘ n,here w satisfies 
Pw = 0 and 
.411, + i, ~1’ =0 in CL?. II’ 1 22 = 0. (34) 
Proqf: Let Pu = L’ and 14 = L’ + 11’ where II’ E CV. Since ( )I’, 4, jr, = 
(~1. dr), = 0, it follows from the variational characterization of E., that 
with equality if and only if 11‘ is a solution of (34). Since Ad,= -n,@,, 
k= 1, 2. and Au+i.,u+ 0.,-x) 14 =O. it follows that 
-(Ah'. Ii'),,-i,(w. h‘),)- (A, -ct)(u ~) w){J=o. (36) 
Since v 3 0 on 12, u 2 ~1 on Q. Therefore, u w + = 0 on Q and u - 6 u’ on 
Q. Consequently, -(up, M’)()=(u-, it’-),-(u-, ,t,+)O=(U-, n’-)O> 
(u-7 u h. 
It follows from (36) that -(An,. )t’j,, - /Ij( W, ~7)~ + (ii - x)(u , u ~ )0 < 0. 
From (35 ) we conclude that II E 0 and A 11, +Ai 11’ = 0. Thus u + = u and 
Ac+E.jL~=.4(1~+~1~)+E.j(t~+~i,)=Au+/Ijz4=~,. Setting ~~=s,d, +s2d1 we 
obtain(~,-i.,).~,~,+(/I,-~~)S~~2=~,.Therefores,=l!!(i,-i.,),s,=0, 
and the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 5.4. If’ 14 is a solution qf Au + 2, u + - xu = q5, in 52, u 1 82 = 0, 
ancf (Pu)(.y)<O in R then u=d,/(rx-A,). 
Proqf: Let Pu = 1’ and II = L! + 11’ where \t’ E W’. Since Au + xu + 
(23 - rj 21 + =0 we see that 
-(AN. wjO-CI(W, w)~=(~J-C~(L~+, i”)o. (37) 
Since 1’ < 0 on Q, u < ~1 on 52 and consequently, u + w ~ E 0 on R and 
+ 6 H’+ 
;w +, Iz’ + 
on Q. Hence, (u+, w~),=(u+. n.f)o-(~+, I(*- h=(u+, H’+)~< 
),,. From (37) and the inequality (35) we see that 
(i,-a)(w, N,j(J<(E.3-tL)(11’+, !4+ jfJ. (38) 
If N’ 2 0, then since (~1, d,)O = 0 and b,(x) > 0 for XE Q, it follows that 
w + I 0 and ~1~ 1 0. In particular, w 1 0 implies (W + , II’ + )0 < (vi’, w)~. AS 
this contradicts (38) we conclude that w = 0. Hence u = L’ < 0, so u = -u 
and u+ =O. From this we see that Ao+rv=q5,. Setting v=s,#,+.s,~, 
gives(cr-~“,)s,~,+(a-Iz)sz~z=~,.Thus,s,=l/(cc-~,),s,=0,andthe 
lemma is proved. 
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PROPOSITION 5.5. if Zk and K are as in Lemma 5.2, then u + K(u, ii3) # 
-~,/~,foruE~Zkandd(l+K(.,)L3),Zk, -d,/I,)=(-l)k+1for1<k<4. 
Proqf Since for A,</?<& d(Z+K(.,P),Z,, -~$,/l,)=(-l)‘+‘, it is 
enough to prove that u + K( u, A,) # -q4 ,/A, for u E dZk, 1 < k d 4, because 
of homotopy invariance of Leray-Schauder degree. 
Suppose then that, for some k with 1 d k d 4, u E aZk and u + K( u, /I,) = 
USA-‘[L,u+ -Lx-]= -(b,/i,. By a bootstrap argument, u is smooth, 
Au+i.,u+ -w4 =q5, in 52, and u 1 ?Q = 0. According to the way rj was 
chosen (see Lemma 2.5), it follows that /l(I-- P) u/j 6 llull < rJ. Hence. 
Pu E C7Uk. If li = 1, then according to Lemma 2.2. 1’ = PM b 0 on Q. 
Therefore, by Lemma 5.3, I(= b,i(j.) - i.,) + ,I’ where .4~+ i.,,,,= 0, 
,,‘I &2=0. Since /I,<i,, (,1,,~,),=(,1,,~,),=0 so Pw=O and 
Pu=qbi:(13-j.,). - 
Since l,‘(E.,-/I,)<l/(i.,-n,)<r, (l/(i.,-;.,).O) is an interior point of 
D, which means that Pu is an interior point of c’,. This contradiction 
shows that Pu $ SC’, . 
If Pu E U,. then, according to Lemma 2.2, Pu 6 0 on Q. It follows from 
Lemma5.4 that ~=d,i(x-j.,) so Pu=u. Since -r< I/(u-j,,), the point 
(l,‘( x - 1, ), 0) is interior to D, which means that Pu is interior to U,. This 
contradiction shows that Pu 4 SC;, 
If z+Eau,, then since Pu$aU, we must have Pu=s,$,+s~& 
with (s,I 6 r and s2 = mr. Referring to the proof of Lemma 2.3 we 
have 1=(~,,~,)O=(~,,Au+~~uf-cru~)~=(~3~~-~u~-~,~,~,)~= 
((i3 - J,)u+ + (1, - Cou-, $Ih 2 C04~~1h 2 Cm (bl, IcUh~ 
Cml(u, q4z)01 = dsz = dmr. Since dmr > 1, we have a contradiction. Hence 
Pu E d U2 is impossible. 
Finally, suppose that Pu E SC’,. Since we have shown that it is impossible 
that PuESC, or P~E?U~, it follows that Pu=s,~,+s,~~ where Is,l<r 
and s: = -mr. The exact same reasoning used in the previous paragraph 
gives a contradiction. Hence P144 SU, and the first assertion of the 
proposition is proved. By earlier remarks the second assertion is also 
proved. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let f be as in (2) ,,lith fl = 2, and let g and h be as in Sec- 
tion 2. There exists s , > 0 such that ( 11) has at least ,four solutions, for s > s, 
Pro?/: This theorem follows from Proposition 5.5 in exactly the same 
way that Theorem 3.1 follows from Lemma 2.6 and Lemma 3.1. 
From the definition of K given in Lemma 5.2 we have 
K(u,/?-K(u,I,)=A~‘(/~-~~)u+. Since for k=l,...,4 infuE,,, 
IIu + K( u, i3) + Q,;A, 11 > 0 we infer the existence of a number E > 0 such that 
for k=l,...,4 I,<p<i,+~ and ugiiZk, llK(u,/?-K(u,J.,)II< 
/Iu + K(u, 3.,) + d,i,I, 11. Therefore, by the Poincare-Bohl theorem we have 
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PROPOSITION 5.6. rf i3<p<i3+& then for 1 <k,<4, Ilu+K(u,p)+ 
~,,i’E.,II#O.f~ru~SZ~andd(l+K( ,p).Zk, -~,~i.,)=(-l)k+~, 
In the remainder of this section we assume that the interval -(A~, 1, + E] 
does not contain an eigenvalue of the problem Ad + E.4 = 0, ,$ 1 SO =O. 
This can be arranged by taking E > 0 smaller if necessary. 
The main result of this section is 
THEOREM 5.2. Let i,, he un eigenralue of odd multiplicit\~. If _ 
E., < /? d & + 8, then ,for s su~~icienrly large. ( 1 1 ) bus at least .fiLie solutions. 
Proqf: We fix p E (i.?, i., + E] and denote by z the unique solution of 
Au + /?u = 4,. 24 1 32 = 0 given explicitly by z = #,!(j3 - i., ). The proof of 
Theorem 5.2 will be based largely on 
LEMMA 5.7. Let /I he us in Theorem 5.2. There e.uists o > 0 such that if 
u&L’(R) and .sarisfies 11~ - 111 6 c and 
u+A-‘[/?zr+ -(a+s(fi-cc))u ~]+(b,/i,=O (39) 
\i,here 0 6 s 6 1, then u = r. 
Proqf: We define a finite increasing sequence of numbers {pk).~ with 
1713 1 as follows: let p, = 2. If I?= dim 52 = 1, set m = 1. Otherwise, assume 
that p, has been defined for 1 <j< k, where k > 1. pk 6 n, and 
p,=np,-,/(n-2p,. ,) for 2<j<k if k>2. If 2p,>n set pk+, =q where q 
is a fixed number with y > II and set M = k + 1. Otherwise, set pk+ , = 
np,/( n - 2p, ). If ph. + , > n set rrz = k + 1; otherwise define pk + z in terms of 
pk+ , as above. Eventually this process must come to a stop, for in the con- 
trary case ( pk ) ; would be an increasing sequence with pk d n for all k and 
p*=lim,,, pk would have to satisfy p* = n p*/(n - 2p*), which is absurd. 
Let // 11 r denote the norm in Lr(Q) for 1 d r < cc. Since plrl > n, it follows 
from the Sobolev embedding theorem that lV,,Pm(Q) is continuously embed- 
ded in C’(Q). Since according to standard elliptic theory. A -I: C’(Q) -+ 
6’+;(o) extends to a continuous linear map from L”‘“(f2) onto W,,P”,(R), 
there exists a constant d,,, > 0 such that 
Il.4 ‘ut -A p’~J~qrs,Gd,,, iIll, -~:ll,,~, for all u,. 142 E Lp~~~(C2). (40) 
Consider the case m 3 2 and let 1 <j< m - 1. Since A -’ extends as a 
continuous linear map from LPI(Q) onto Wz,,(Q), and since W,,P,(0) is 
continuously embedded in L’(R) for 1 6 r <np,/(n - 2pi) if 2p, < n, and in 
Lr(Q) for 1 < r < x8 for 2pj 2 n, it follows from the definition of pj+, that 
there exists d, > 0 such that for any 14,) u2 E LP$f2) 
IIA -‘~41 -A ~‘~zII,,,+, dd; Ilu, - uzll,,,. (41) 
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Suppose that for some s in [0, l] UEL’(Q) and u satisfies (39). By a 
bootstrap argument, u is smooth. Moreover, since 2 + A -‘flz + 4,/A, = 0 we 
have 
14-z’ -A-‘C/b+ -(c(+s(jj--x))u- -flz], (42) 
Let w = max(/I, la)). Since ; = I + and z = 0, it follows that for 
.K E 52, Ipu+(.K) - (cl + s(fi -a)) u-(s) -/3=(x)1 <p lU’(.K) - =+@)I + 
Im~+~(p-crjl Iu-(x)--z-(x)1 <(p-t la+s(/?-ccjl) lu(sj-z(x)l. Hence, 
for rrEs2 
~pu+(.K)-(tl+s(p-c()14~(~K)-~z(.K)~ d20J IlC(X-z(s)l. (43 1 
Combining (40), (42) and (43) we obtain 
Ilu--llcqa,<2~4,, II~--zllp,. (44) 
If ma2 and 1 <j<m- 1, then from (41)-(43) it follows that 
Ik-=llp,+, < 2wd, IIu - zIlp,. (45) 
From (44) and (45) we see that 
IIU - -II cl,$=j,do llu-rllp,=o IIU--11 (46) 
where 0 = 2wd, if m = 1 and 0 = (20)” d, . . . d,,, if m > 1. 
Since 4, > 0 on Q and &$,/an < 0 on aR there exists a number yl> 0 such 
that if L’ E C’(Q), u 1 aQ = 0, and IIE- zI/ C‘,,R) <q then D(X) 2 0 for all x E Q. 
Let g= r]/O. If UE L’(Q), IIu-:ll <a, and u satisfies (39) for some 
SE [0, 11, then by (46) IJu-z/I~+~,<~I so u(x)>0 on Q. From (39) we see 
that u-t/‘(~u)+~,/~,=O. Hence, .4u+~u=d,, u I SQ=O. Since /I is 
not an eigenvalue there is only one solution of this problem. Hence U=Z 
and the lemma is proved. 
Let D,= {ueL’(R) IIu-zil CT{. If O<r<o, then according to the 
lemma u+ A-‘[But -(~+s(P-~))u’]+~,~~,#O for u~i?D, and 
0 6 s < 1. By considering the cases s = 0 and s = 1 and using the homotopy 
invariance property of degree, we conclude that if 0 < 5 6 c, then 
d(l+K(.,fl,,D,, -d,lA,)=d(Z+llA-‘,D,, -4,/J.,). (47 1 
Since u + PA .-It4 + 4,/A, = 0 has the unique solution u = z, it follows from a 
standard result of degree theory that d(l+ /3A -I, D,, -cj,/l,) = ( - 1)’ 
where r is the number of eigenvalues p, with p > 1, counting multiplicities, 
of the linear problem ~4 + PA -‘d = 0 (see [ 13, p. 661). If 4 is a nonzero 
solution of ~4 + /?A PI9 = 0 with p > 1 then A$ + (p/p) 4 = 0, q5 ) SQ = 0, so 
,U = /I/A, for some k > 1. Since the only possible solutions with p > 1 are 
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,u = /Iii., ~ p = [j/I1, and p = /?/&, and since 1, and i: are simple and /‘j has 
odd multiplicity, we conclude that I’ is odd. Thus, by (47), it follows that 
for 0 < r < a, 
d(z+K(.,p).D,, -lj,/E,,)= -1. (48) 
Since z is an interior point of Z, (see Lemma 5.2) we may choose a num- 
ber a0 with 0 < a0 6 a such that the closed ball D,,, is in the interior of Z, 
By that additivity property of degree, Lemma 5.2, and (48) we see that 
lf(l+ K( . , p,, z, - D,), -c#J,::i, ) = 2. (49) 
The proof of Theorem 5.2 now follows by the same reasoning used to 
prove Theorem 5.1: Let T,: L’(R) + L’(Q) be defined by T,(l(/) = 
.4 ‘[&’ - x$ + ,f&$ );.s - h:‘s] = K(l). /I) + ‘4 ’ [.fo(s$ j/s - 
h!s]. Because of condition (IO), if s is large then IIT,( K($, /Illi < 
Ii@ + K( 9, /I) + 4 ,,‘i, (I for all $ E (:Z, for li = l...., 4 and for all $ E (lDO,,. 
Consequently. for s > 0 sufficiently large, it follows from Proposition 5.6. 
(48), and (49) that Lf(l+T.\,Zk, -@,,;/l,)=(-l)k+’ for k=2,3,4. 
4l+ T,, Do,?. -d,i’E.,)= -1, and d(Z+ T,, Z, -Dm,, -cj,;!i,)=2 for s suf- 
ficiently large. Thus. for such values of s. there exist functions Ic/,, ,i= l...., 5. 
such that $,+ T,(ll/,)+d,;‘i., =0 with $,EZ, for.j=2, 3,4, $,EZ,-D “,,. 
and $T E D,,,. If. for such values of s. we set II, = s$, for ,j = l..... 5 then II, is 
a solution of ( 11 ) and the proof of Theorem 5.2 is complete. 
6. RESULTS ON THE PIECEWISE LINEAR PROBLEM 
FOR A SQUARE REGION 
In this section we let R denote the square region in R’ given by 0 <s < 71 
and 0 < ~3 < T[. We consider the boundary value problem 
du+jhl+ -Wl~ = sin s sin J in Q, u 1 dQ=O (50) 
where d is the Laplacian operator. For the eigenvalue problem du + ).u = 0 
in Q. II 1 ?R = 0 it is known-see. for example, [6, chap. 11 ]-that I, = 2, 
“1 = 1, = 5, E., = 8, and is = 1, = 10, with corresponding eigenfunctions 
cj,(s. J.) = sin .r sin 1‘. q52(~~, y) = sin 2x sin ~1, tj3(x, y) = sin I sin 2~, 
d4(s, y) = sin 2x sin 2p, d5(x, y) = sin .Y sin3y, and $6(x, ~7) = sin 3x sin y. As 
an application of the results and methods of the previous sections we 
sketch the proof of the following result which supports the conjecture dis- 
cussed in the introductory section: 
THEOREM 6.1. Let ,x < i, [f’ E., < /I < A,, then (50) has at least six dis- 
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tinct solutions and, if & < fi < E.,, then (50) has at least eight distinct 
solutions. 
ProoJ: We consider first the case CY-C~, = 2 and 5 =A3 <PC&. We 
look for all solutions of (SO) which have the special form 
u(s, y) = 8(y) sin .Y. (51) 
Since the nonlinearity in (SO) is positively homogeneous of degree one 
this leads to the conditions 
or 
H”(~l)+(p- 1)0+(y)-(r- 1)0~(.r)=sinj~ (52) 
and 
e(o)=e(Jr)= 1. (53) 
Since CL - 1 < 1 and 4 < fl- 1 < 7 and since the first three eigenvalues of the 
linear problem Z”+pZ=O Z(O)=Z(rc)=O are p, = 1, pj=4, and pj=9, 
it follows from the remark following the statement of Proposition 2.4 that 
the problem (52), (53) has at least four distinct solutions. By symmetry 
there are at least four solutions of (52). (53 ) which have the form 
u( x, ~1) = O( s ) sin .r. (54) 
A solution u of (50) will have both of the form (5 1) and (52) if and only 
if u(.Y, J) = c sin .Y sin J’. A solution of (50) with this form will be a solution 
of 
Au + /lu = sin s sin .r, 111 c?R=O (55) 
if c > 0, and a solution of 
AU + xu = sin s sin j’, 111 irQ=O (56) 
if c < 0. Since (55) has the unique solution U(X, ~9) = sin x sin J*/(~J - 2) and 
(56) has the unique solution u(x, y) = sin .Y sin ,~/(a - 2 ), there are exactly 
two solutions of (50) which have both the forms (51) and (54). Thus, the 
conditions CI < i, and I., < p < i., imply the existence of at least six distinct 
solutions of the boundary value problem (50). 
Next we consider the case where CI =C i, and i., < /I < EL,. Since r - 1 < 1 
and 7 < fl- 1 < 9, the boundary value problem (52) (53) again has at least 
four distinct solutions. Therefore, there are at least four solutions of (50) 
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which have the form (51) and at least four solutions which have the form 
(54). As before, there are exactly two solutions of (50) which have both 
these forms so we have found at least six distinct solutions. 
To find additional solutions we look for solutions of (50) which satisfy 
the condition 
u( .K. J’ ) = u( J’, .K ). (57) 
Let S: C(Q) --f C(Q) be defined by (SU)(.Y, .r) = u( J, x). If u E C’(G) it is 
easy to see that A&= SAu. If Lf(Q) denotes the set of elements in L’(R) 
which satisfy (56) almost everywhere and I%;(Q) denotes the set of elements 
in H,(Q) n H:(Q) which satisfy (57) then A extends to a continuous linear 
map A,, from I?;(Q) onto L:(R) which is injective. (This follows from stan- 
dard elliptic theory.) The inverse of this map composed with the injection 
of fi.; into L(Q) is compact. If 4 E A-;(Q), 4 = 0, and Ad + @ = 0 then 4 is 
of class C’ and satisfies the boundary condition u 1 SQ =O. Since it is 
known (see [6, chap. 111) that functions of the form sin p.u sin q.u with 
p = I , 2 ).... q = 1 ) 2 )...) form a complete set of eigenfunctions of the Laplacian 
for the square with Dirichlet boundary condition; the eigenvalues of A,, are 
2, 8, 18, 32,.... These are all simple with corresponding eigenfunctions 
sin px cos pj; p = 1, 2, 3 . . . . 
Letting d,(s, ,r) = sin s sin J’ and dz(s, I?) = sin 2s sin 2~ we see that for 
constants C, and Cz we have C,~,(X,~~)+C~~~(S,~)=(C,+~C~ 
cos.rcos~)sin.~sin~. Therefore if lCzl d IC,l/4, C, 4, +C2& does not 
change sign on Q and its sign is the same as that of C, if C, # 0. Since CY < 2 
and 8 < /I < 10, with the reasoning of the second section with A replaced by 
A, and L’(Q) replaced by I.:(Q) we infer the existence of at least four dis- 
tinct solutions of A-;u + /3u + - xu = sin .Y sin ~1 in I%(Q). Since u + and u 
are in h,(Q) (see [ 163) and Q satisfies the cone condition, it follows that 
the solutions are in H,(R). Hence by the Sobolev embedding theorem these 
solutions are in C’(B) and satisfy the boundary condition u ) i7R = 0. 
Interior Schauder estimates how that these solutions are smooth inside R. 
Hence, there are at least four classical solutions of (50) which satisfy the 
condition (57 ). 
A solution of (50) which satisfies condition (57) and has either of the 
forms (5 1) or (54) must necessarily satisfy u(.Y, J,) = c sin .Y sin ~1. As shown 
in the proof of the first part of the theorem, there are exactly two solutions 
of this type. Therefore, from the four solutions satisfying (57) we get two 
solutions distinct from the six already found. This proves the result. 
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